Our House Wines

Chosen for their Quality and Value for Money
Champagne – Bernard Remy
Prosecco - Rivamonte 7
Crémant Rosé - JB Adam
English Sparkling
White Wine
Dry : La Loupe - France 12.5%
Delightful Grenache Blanc, crisp and fresh from the Languedoc.
A hidden gem from this rarely encountered single varietal.

Hartenberg Riesling – South Africa 13%
The bouquet displays beautiful elements of chalky, flint and minerally
notes. The wine is juicy and opulent on the palate.
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Hamilton Heights Chardonnay - South East Australia 13.5%
An elegant wine with a fresh nose full of ripe peach and citrus. The
palate has a nice weight with flavours of ripe mango, pineapple and
peach with a crisp acidity and green apple notes.

Medium : The Veldt Range Chenin Blanc - South Africa 13%
From the Robertson valley in South Africa. A riverside estate has
produced this dry, fresh and zesty white chenin.

Medium – Sweet

Schmitt Söhne - Niersteiner - Germany 9%
A popular wine chosen for its fragrant aroma and fruit on the palate.

Rosé
Dry : Bastion De La Cité - France 13%
This Grenache style wine is crystal clear in colour it has a real fruit
character on the palate, dry but minerally and zesty on the finish.

Medium : La Loupe - France 12%

Summer fruits and floral blossom nose progressing to palate of
strawberry, raspberry and red cherry.

Sweet : Pinot Grigio Blush Umbria - Italy

12%

Lots of people ask for sweet rosé so now we have one!!

Red Wines
Light : Roche de Belanne, Carignan, Languedoc – France

12.5%

Made from 50 year old Carignan vines, it is supple with ripe fruit
flavours and very light tannins.

Medium : Montepulciano d’ Abruzzo - Italy 13.5%

More body, tannin and depth than the Carignan, Blackberry and cherry
nose, ripe berry fruit on the palate, 12 months in oak gives slight spicy
notes at the back end of the palate. Good tannic structure provides nice
finish.

Heavy : Noble Savage - South Africa 14%
A blend of Merlot (30%) and Cabernet Sauvignon gives this wine a real depth of
flavour, vibrant cherry and raspberry nose with a hint of charry oak.. The
palate is round and concentrated with layered spicy fruit and juicy tannins.

White Wines
Torrontes - Bodegas Norton 2019
Excellent white from Mendoza, Argentina. Light and fresh with melon, white peach and lychee on
the palate. Finishing pleasingly long and fruity. 13.5%

La Segreta – Planeta 2018/19

21.50
22.50

This wine from Sicily is vibrant, full of flavour, dry and aromatic with a long finish. 12.5%

Azabache, Viura - Spain 2017/18
Barrel fermented to bring excellent texture and buttery flavours to the wine, not just your
average white Rioja! 12%

Viognier - Tournée du Sud 2019

A Classic French viognier with fresh acidity restraining its rich body. Clean palate of peach and
white pepper combining for a lengthy finish. 13.5%

Muscadet - Domaine des Herbauges 2018/19

22.50
23.00
24.00

Côtes de Grand lieu Sur Lie 12%

Viognier - Swartland Limited Release 2018/19
From South Africa, this beautifully styled Viognier with delightful aromas of orange and peach
combined with jasmine and full of finesse. 13%

Valençay - Sébastien Vaillant 2018
From the Loire Valley, this wine is 80% Sauvignon with 20% Chardonnay, thus giving this wine
more depth and a nice rounded finish. Light lemon in colour, with a crisp fresh palate. 13.5%

`Les Natures` - Pinot Blanc - JB Adam 2014/15

24.00
25.00
25.00

An organic French Classic. 12.5%

Pinot Grigo - La Di Motte 2019
Superb wine from Friuli. Deeper in colour and fuller in texture than you might expect, a very good
pinot! 13%

Turning Heads – Sauvignon Blanc 2019/20

25.50
26.50

This wine will not disappoint. One of New Zealand’s best! 13%

Pecorino - Golden Fleece 2019
This stunning wine from Italy was nearly extinct. In 2005 it was revived. Pecorino “Grape of the
Sheep” was once a snack for the sheep as they passed to lower pastures. It has luxurious, wild
honey and lemon flavour with a long full mineral-rich mouth. 12.5%

28.50

Mas Saint Laurent – 2018/19

29.50

What do the French drink with fish and shellfish in the Languedoc? Picpoul de Pinet.
This classy version is dry with a fruity edge. 13%

Pinot Gris - Marlborough - New Zealand 2017/18
Aromas of poached pears and melon with underlying notes of quince and ginger. A full bodied
and luscious palate, showing fine balance between texture, fruit weight and acidity. 13.5%

Gruner Veltliner - Loimer - Austria 2019 12%

29.50
30.00

Precise nose of green apple and light spice, very fresh on the palate with a pleasingly long finish.

Sharpham DVR - 2018/19 11%
This local wine from Totnes is 7 Miles away. It is ripe & fruit driven but the palate is dry. Stone
fruits like white peach dominate the aroma. The palate is rounded with a subtle spice to finish.

Mâcon Lugny - les Genièvres 2018/19
Louis Latour 13%

Available by the Glass via our Coravin system

30.00
31.50

White Wines
Thelema - Sauvignon Blanc 2019/20
Thelema mountain vineyards in the Stellenbosch region of South Africa. This boutique winery
produces probably the best Sauvignon Blanc coming out of South Africa. Exceptionally clean
tasting with classic citrus fruit. 13.5%
Albariño - Lusco - 2019 12.5%
From the coolest part of Rias Baíxas, this wine bursts with juicy Albariño character: pear, citrus
fruit, musky perfume and hints of mineral and spice. Clean, intense and very long on the palate.
Château Lestrille Capmartin 2016/17 13.5%
This is a wonderfully intense, exotic blend of 65% Sauvignon Gris, 25% Sauvignon Blanc and 10%
Semillon. The wine's mineral, exotic nose is complemented by ripe citrus flavours. A real
wonder!

Saint Véran - Domaine Luquet - 2018/19
Produced by one of the finest growers in St Veran. Wonderfully structured, showing great fruit
with lovely toasty flavours and a citrus aftertaste, well balanced and full bodied. 13%

Gavi di Gavi - La Meirana 2018/19
This is one of the best wines coming out of the Piemonte area of Italy. On the palate the wine is
dry and elegant with a great finish. A Bit more to it than the usual Gavi. 12.5%
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Etna Bianco - Sicily 2017/18
Made with native grapes Carricante and Catarratto which grow on the volcanic slopes of Mount
Etna. The lava soils add a distinctive mineral note. A bright gold in colour with notes of apple,
white peach, pear and star anise. Very fresh on the finish from a crisp, citrus acidity and a smoky
mineral note. 13%

Orvieto Classico, - Castello della Sala 2018/19

38.00
l

Fresh and light, this wonderful well-balanced wine from the Antinori
stable. Not your run of the mill Italian white. 12%

Savennières ‘Le Moulin de Gué’ 2018

Savennieres as an appellation in Loire. A rich yet dry white infused with the distinctive mineral
characteristic of Savennières wines. The creamy texture is beautifully balanced through to a
lovely long saline finish. ‘A legendary Vintage’ 14.5%

Sancerre – Merlin Cherrier 2018/19
A great wine with lots of layers, elegance and different flavours. 13%

Greco Di Tufo 2019
A rich and powerfully Italian wine. Aromatic nose reminiscent of apricot, apple and peach fruits.
It is full bodied and well balanced with a refreshing minerality. 12.5%

Chablis
Saint Claire - Organic - Jean Marc Brocard 2018 12.5%
Saint Claire - Old Vines - Organic - Jean Marc Brocard 2018 12.5%
Boissonneuse - Julien Brocard - 2017 - Biodynamic 12%
1er Crû Fourchaume - Jean Marc Brocard 2018 12.5%
Montmain 1er Crû - Jean Marc Brocard 2017 12.5%

37.50
l
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(rich)
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(oaked)
(earthy)

.

.

Rully Blanc - Henri De Villamont 2014

39.50
l
39.50
l
40.00

42.50
45.50
49.50
55.00
65.00
42.50

One of our great finds from last year. This excellent producer from France. Ripe apricot and
apple aromas, firm with a medium bodied palate. 12.5%

The stunning 2012 Vintage

60.00

J B Adam Riesling Réserve 2017
A beautifully balanced wine from this very successful Alsace vineyard. It has a wealth of fruit
but still dry. Excellent for seafood with an asian/oriental touch. 13%

Planeta - Chardonnay 2018/19

47.50

The winery of Sicily producing one of the most sought after chardonnays in Italy. Nearly always
an allocated supply, the Planeta Family reliably produces this warm, powerful stunning wine
from the estates in Sambuca and Menfi. We also use their Olive Oil ! 13.5%

55.00

Tremendous stuff, produced by a man with a passion for wine. A rich, fruity mouthful and
probably the best Chardonnay in South Africa. The vineyards are behind the seaside resort of
Hermanus. Great for whale watching! 13.5%

62.50

Hamilton Russell - Chardonnay 2018/19

St Aubin - La Pucelle - Domaine Roux 2017

Domaine Roux is a family-run business based in the hills of St-Aubin. We found this on a recent
trip there in Nov. An absolute Burgundian Classic. 13%

Cigalus - Gérard Bertrand 2017

An intense wine, full, rich and silky on the palate with vanilla, lightly toasted oak and buttery
nuances layered with aromatic tropical fruits. Great length, which is lively and fresh. 14.5%

Auxey – Duresses - Ch de Citeaux 2017

Grows adjacent to the famous Meursault vines, it has excellent depth and a nutty rich palate.
Cool vineyard, Warm vintage. Great Combo! 13%

Meursault - Les Grands Charrons - Ch de Citeaux 2018/19

65.00
65.00
75.00

A decadent style of Meursault, with plenty of creamy-rich peach fruit, Notes of grilled nuts, and
a full-bodied palate. It is all held together by a lovely streak of lemony acidity, which brings focus
and finesse. 13%

85.00

Very attractive already, quite powerful nose. Full bodied wine with intensity, depth and beautiful
mineral flavour. Rich, ripe acidity in the palate. Great personality and finesse 14% This wine is
found in every Michelin star restaurant in France.

85.00

Trimbach - Riesling Cuvée Frédéric Emile 2011/12

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru - Domaine Marc Morey 2015

This wine from the `En Virondot` vineyard is rich with the aroma of honey, acacia flowers and
almonds. It is produced from some of the oldest Chardonnay vines of the domaine. The intensity
of the fruit is matched by the wine`s subtle acidity and the roundness of bottle maturity. Super
balance of acidity and fruit, excellent fruit coming through buttery soft textures on the palate.
Available via the coravin as a 125ml and this is something to spend time over. 13.5%

135.00

Sparkling Wine
Piquepoul (Off-Dry)

35.00

12%

Crément (Forget Prosecco, this is the next BEST THING!!)
Rosé - (Dry with Strawberry finish) 12.5%
De Loire (Med-Dry with notes of baked apples) 12%
De Alsace (Bone dry & rounded) 12%
De Limoux (Dry & fresh with a zesty floral finish) 12.5%
De Bourgogne (Dry with a subtle brioche note to finish) 12%
De Jura (Sophisticated & fresh) 12%
Cava 11.5%
Vilarnau Brut
Magnum Vilarnau Brut
English 12%
Brut
Rose
Prosecco 11.5%
Rivamonte 7
lAvailable by the Glass via our Coravin system

37.50
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
30.00
60.00
55.00
60.00
30.00

Red Wines
Minervois - Chateau Millegrand - France 2017/18

Rich and full bodied blend of Syrah, Grenache, Carignan and Mourvedre from the Languedoc. Hints of
pepper and spice mixed with generous amounts of cherries and cassis and soft tannins. 13.5%

Merlot - Laibach 2017/18

Superbly smooth and fruity wine from Stellenbosch. Crafted by a lover of Pomerol, this is one of the most
complex Merlot’s from South Africa. 14%

Bordeaux Blend - Chateau des Gravières 2016/17
80% Merlot & 20% Cabernet Sauvignon make up this classic Bordeaux, it’s wonderfully rich with a
firm texture and nice long finish. 13%

Shiraz - Pauletts Polish Hill River 2016/17

This is a luscious Clare Valley Shiraz. Spice, jammy fruits and chocolate exude from the glass leading to a
real punchy palate and a long, layered finish. 14.5%

Pinot Noir- Coopers Creek 2016/17

A Marlborough Pinot of the freshest and fruitiest kind. Ripe black cherries are abundant throughout with
minimal tannin and a touch of very subtle oak. 14%

Rioja - Beronia - Mazuelo 2014

25.50
28.50
28.50
30.00
31.50

Spicy, fruity and smooth; this Rioja has great depth and is a wonderful example of one of the world’s
most popular wines. 13.5%

32.50

Fleurie - Domaine du Haute-Poncie - Tranchard 2018

35.00

A dazzlingly good expression of the Gamay grape from the Poncié vineyards just outside the town of
Fleurie. Silky, delicate and elegant - delicious ! 13.5%

Lirac - Domaine des Carabiniers - France 2018 13%

This biodynamic Lirac has a purity of fruit characteristic of the region (Rhone) with notes of spices,
liquorice and garrigue. A heady, powerful and hearty wine. If you like Malbec, try this!

Valpolicella Ripasso - Allegrini Corte Giara 2018/19

36.00

A smooth and vivacious Italian classic. Plump red fruits combine delicately with spiced herb flavours
creating a full, satisfying and balanced finish. 13.5%

36.00

Côte de Beaune Villages - Roches Blanches - Domaine de Vallières 2017

47.50

Traditional style Pinot Noir. Fresh and balanced with heaps of red fruit and a delightful hint of menthol/
eucalyptus on the finish. 13%

La Rioja Alta Reserva - Vina Ardanza 2009/10
The 75th anniversary release of this wine (the 1942 was the first release) which blends Tempranillo with
around 20% Garnacha from Ardanza's own vineyard. 13.5%

50.00

Barbera d’ Alba - Poderi Aldo Conterno 2016

60.00

Cigalus - Gérard Bertrand 2017

65.00

Amarone della Valpolicella - Black Label - Ca' Rugate 2015

85.00

Vosne Romanée - Domaine Jean Tardy et Fils 2012

99.50

Domaine Jean Tardy et Fils Nuits-Saint-George 2010

120.00

Chateau Leoville-Barton, Bordeaux, France 2009

220.00

45 year old vines produce this concentrated and full bodied Barbera with a touch of classic acidity which
accentuates the ripe fruits. 15%
Award winning red from the Languedoc, full of rich deep, plummy fruits. Ripe and balanced. 15%
Intense, concentrated and super rich. Aromas of ripe blueberries, blackberries, cherries and spicy oak
lead to a full bodied, balanced and lingering palate. 15%
Powerful, velvety Burgundy produced in tiny quantities to ensure its super premium quality. Impeccable
in every way! 13%
An excellent old vines NSG. Succulent berries and a slight herbal note lead to soft full flavoured tannins
and an excellent finish. This is powerful Pinot Noir. 13%
Rich, plump, full bodied St Julien with a fine fresh character, excellent balance and good length. A
delicious cabernet lead Bordeaux. 13%

lAvailable by the Glass via our Coravin system

Champagne
Bernard Remy 12%
Brut N.V.
Blanc De Blancs
Rose
Deutz 12%
Brut N.V.
Blanc De Blancs 2010
Deutz Rose N.V.
Magnum Brut N.V.
Laurent-Perrier 12%

Rosé N.V.

Magnum Rose N.V.
Bollinger 12%
Brut N.V.
Grand Année 2007

50.00
55.00
60.00
65.00
100.00
70.00
135.00
85.00
180.00
65.00
150.00

Champagne Pol Roger was founded in 1849.
No7’s love for Pol Roger has been historic; Graham first stocked it in pubs even
before opening the restaurant 25 years ago and it remains the favoured tipple at
special family occasions to this day.
The fine bubbles and fresh flavour of all Pol Champagnes are at the core of this love
affair. Just after WWII, Sir Winston met Odette Pol Roger who encapsulated his
romantic vision of France and they became lifelong friends. For the remainder of his
life Pol Roger became his Champagne of choice, ensuring it was poured at all of his
engagements.
Pol Roger White Foil N.V.
75.00
Sir Winston’s favourite tipple. 12.5%
Magnum
155.00
Pol Roger Brut Vintage 2004
Made in only limited quantities, this vintage has been aged for 9 years in
the Pol Roger cellars before being released onto the market. A very
95.00
striking Pinot nose, huge ripeness and complexity, with great weight and
richness. 12.5%
Magnum
195.00
Pol Roger Blanc De Blancs Vintage 2004
For the first time this contains a component from Mesnil sur Oger.
125.00
Taut, precise and youthful. Crisp and citrussy, with great finesse and
good acidity. Youthful with notes of white peach, citrus and herb. 12.5%
Pol Roger Cuvée Winston Churchill 2004
The precise composition of this Cuvée is a closely guarded family secret
as promised to the Churchill family when the blend was conceived.
195.00
Intense, yellow gold, sparkling with a myriad of fine bubbles which is the
Pol Roger trade mark. 12.5%

